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President's Report
Neil Swapp

1lcllo from NMMEA. T hope that
your spring is going well and that
you and your students are enjoying a
fun fi lied musical semester! I can't
believe that we are midway through
the spring semester. ll seems like the
school year only started a few weeks
ago!
As many of you know. I made a
job change this year that took me
out of the classroom and into more
of an administrative roll. While I
miss "being a band director" it was
a great change for me and has given
me nc\\ insights into other aspects of
education. I'm noY. the "admmtstra
tor who doesn't understand"! More
than e\'er. I nO\\ appreciate the arnaL
ing principals and supervisors I have
had in my career. Many of us have
had administrators in our career who
were "difficult'' but hopefully you
have also had some that were amaz
ing. For me the list of amazing ad
ministrators is much longer than the
difficult list. I can't begin to thank
Bob Ogas. JoBeth Hawk, Rich Me
lendez, Del Ilanscn, John Schutz and
Cindy Montoya for everything they
have taught me! I am the educator
and now administrator I am today
because of them. Thank you, thank
you and thank you...and one or two
apologies for my short sidedness as
a teacher! Please take the time to
day to thank your administration for
their support. I guaramee you don't
know everything they do for you and
your students! And just a few words
of wisdom that have been reinforced
time and time again m my new posi
tion:
2

•Always be pan of the solution. not
the problem.
•When going to an administrator
with an issue, have a possible solu
tion in mind
•Always make decisions based on
what is best for students
•Always try to see all sides of the
situation
• And lastly ... student contact time is
tmly the most important and reward
ing part of education!
It has been a busy and produc!i\e
year for NMMEA. We have under
taken several huge projects including
working with the Public Education
Department in trying to move toward
End of Course exams in music. This
path hasn't been without bumps. but
I think NMMEA has helped the tran
sition and been an advocate for our
students and educators. We will con
tinue to strive 10 make this a positive
and productive process. I think we
arc all in favor of positive and accu
rate assessment measures. Fine-tun
ing these measures is the tricky part!
As ahvays. foci free to email me. with
ideas and concerns.
Another large project that we have
undertaken is updating and modern
izing our website. We hope to be
live by early summer! Our hope is to
make the website more user friendly
and incorporate more tools to help
educators such as discussion boards
and an interactive calendar. Check
often and send me feedback on what
is working and what isn't. And along
those lines, we are now on Face
Book! For those of you with face
book accounts, search for us and like
our page! We will try to post impor
tant events and news items here as
well.
1 hope that each of you were able to
attend the NMMEA All-State Festi
val and In-Service Conference and
enjoyed it as much as l did. Thank
you to all the individuals who helped
organize and run the event especially
Don Gerheart, Jennifer Johnson, Re-

becca Simons, Jeremy Mayne. Brian
Uerling. Virginia Hinds, Jason Paulk
and Joseph Flores! I am very fo r 
tunate to work with such dedicated
officers and educators. I would also
like to thank Diane Otts for her work
as our site coordinator. Diane work
endless hours lo make sure that our
convention is a success.
And finally a buge thank you to our
clinicians, sponsors, honor groups.
conductors, co-chairs, stage crews.
monitors and presiders! You all
made our convention successful and
enjoyable!
In my article a year ago I spoke of
change in education. Needless to say.
we have seen those changes begin to
happen. We must constantly and tire
lessly work to ensure that music is
always a consideration when making
educational decisions. Stay acti,e
at your school, your district and JI
the state level and most importantly.
continue to change the lives of ymsr
students. There 1s no better ad\ocacy
than teaching solid musical concerts
to students!
And finally, a few reminders.
•Please submit recordings and scores
10 me (Neil Swapp, 10027 Contana
Court. Las Cruces, NM 88007) if you
would like to be considered for the
innovative music ensemble concert /
clinic. All materials are to be po:;t
marked by June 1st.
•Start now thinking of outstar.d
ing educators that you would like to
nominate for NMMEA awards. All
awards will be submitted electroni
cally via our website this year.
l am honored to serve as your presi
dent and feel more committed lo
music education than at any point in
my life. Without music, many of our
students would be lost and not have
the full rich lives they currently have.
We must tirelessly continue to move
music education forward in New
Mexico! Thank you and have a won
derful spring.
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Office Notes
Don Gerheart, Executive Director

We always seem to be busy but this
time of year gets even more hectic .
We not only have mandated testing,
spring break, trips, and the NMAA
Stale Contest but now our stress
level goes up with Lhe End of Course
and the pcrfonnancc component
added to the mix. I hope everyone
takes a deep breath and gets through
all of your remaining activities.

checked. She also has to work with
many individuals as to what they
need and then work with UNM staff
to sec that all is in place. Diane has
a very big job and she does it well.
Thanks Diane. Diane will be retiring
from her position of Site Chair after
Lhc 2015 A l l S
- tate. We are looking
to find someone in the Albuquerque
area to apply for the position. If in
terested contact Neil Swapp or my
self for more information. Diane's
replacement will be approved at our
July meeting of your Board of Di
rectors. This person will ''shadow··
Diane at the 20 I 5 All-State to learn
the ropes and will assume the posi
tion of site coordinator immedi
ately follow next year's conference.
Of course we could not have
All-State without Lhe many vol
unteers who help with the mru1y
aspects such as helping with audi
tions, chair people, monitors. presid
ers. registrars, drivers, stage crew,
etc. Because of your willingness
to volunteer your time and effort
NMMEA is a very successful or
ganization. Thank you one and all.

Our Executive Committee is to be
commended for all of the time and
effort that they put into to organizing
and successfully implementing our
Congratulations to your officers
2014 All-State and In-Service Con elect who will assume office fol
ference - Jennifer Johnson, Band; lowing the 2015 All-State. They
Brian Verling, Choir; Rebecca Si are Bernie Chavez. Band; Deanna
mons, Orchestra; Jeremy Mayne, Amend, Choir; Jonathan Armerding,
Guitar; Virginia Hinds, General Orchestra; Jim Rivera, Guitar; Jan
Music; and Jason Paulk. Collegiate Delgado, General Music; and Kayla
along with President Neil Swapp, Paulk, Collegiate. Brian Uerling is
Past President Joseph Flores; Editor your President Elect and Neil Swapp
Keith Jordan; and Executive Director will serve as your Past President
Don Gerheart. You cannot appreci
ate how much preparation it takes to
Our new website is in devel
stage a successful All-State and Con opment. We have a tremendous
ference untiI you have experienced it. amount of information that has
Your Executive Committee has met to be moved over and formatted.
in February and our 2015 Conference We are hoping everything can be
is already in the planning stages. up and running sometime in May.
Another big reason All-State ran
quite smoothly is due to the efforts
of Diane Otts our site coordinator.
There are so many details that have
to be arranged, checked, and double6

All of the audition materials
as well as the All-State programs
are posted on our respective links.
An updated copy of the "NMMEA
Handbook" is also posted or will be

in the , ery near future. There arc two
significant changes that you need t o
be aware of regarding the auditions.
l ) We will strictly adhere to the
deadlines as posted on our website.
No exceptions. Audition schedules
are sent out no later than two weeks
before the first audition takes place.
Directors will have 48 hours from the
time it is send out Lo check the sched
ule and notify the Executive Direc
tor of any errors or missed students.
After the 48 hours no changes will
be made. 2) Due to the many prob
lems we have experienced with the
NMMEA members sponsoring home
school students and students that do
not have music programs in their
schools your Executive Committee
has approved the following changes.
Home School Students - I lome
school students may register for
All-State auditions by providing
the following documentation to the
NMMEA Executive Director prior to
the audition registration deadline
Public Educauon Department home
school registration number. a state
ment that the student meets the eli
gibility requirement of 2.0 or better
GPA and has not more than one "F',
and a current parent email address.
Students from Schools Without
Music Programs - Students from
schools who do not have music pro
grams may register for A l l S
- tate au
ditions by providing the following
documentation to the NMMEA Ex
ecutive Director prior to the audition
deadline�: I )A letter from their princi
pal stating there is no music program
at their school, tbal the student meets
the eligibility requirement of 2.0 or
better GPA and has not more than
one "F", and does not have any dis
ciplinary referrals. 2) Current contact
infonnation including parent name,
phone number, and email address.
Please read all of the columns i n this
issue as your officers have provided
you with a great deal of information.
We are still unable to reach many
members because some members
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Office Notes...
have not provided NAIME and me
with your current contact information
or because the email address we have
may have filters on your computer.
There were as many as 50 email ad
dresses from the NAfME database
that were returned when infonnat1on
regarding the officer election wit!)
sent our earlier this year. We can't
communicate with you if your email

number. preceded by as many 7Cros
necessary for a total of 9 numbers. If
your I D # is 1 1l l then you log on by
entering 00000 I 111. Once you log Ill
a new screen will appear. Click on
..Upda1e Your Personal Information."
Next click on any of the areas that
you need to update and make your
changes. Click "Save·· \\hen you arc
done with your update(s). Remember

I ask you again to check to see what
NAFME has on file for your contact
information. Here ·s what you do.
Log on to NAFME's website http:,/
musiced.nafrne.orgtlogin. This link
also is posted on the home page of
our website. A login screen will ap
pear Type 111 your email address and
your u,;er name. which is your ID

on our website is taken directly form
NAFME's database. We do not enter
or correct any data posted on the on
line roster. It is your responsibility
to update your contact infonnation.
The group that we have the least in
formation about is the general mu
sic teachers. In addition to updating
your mformation PLEASE let me

and contact information isn't correct.

the roster information that i" posted

know when your contact information
changes.
Last but not least please check our
website and our various links to keep
abreast of what is takmg place.
As always please feel free to con
tact me if you have any questions or
concerns
1-fave

;i

good rest of this school

year and an enjoyable summer.

SOUTHWEST
MUSIC FESTIVAL
l\:Iay 1st, 2nd, and 3d. 2014
Contact: Kathy Fishburn . Executive Director
Greater Southwest Music Festival
1000 5 Polk Street1'Amarillo. Texas 79101
(806) 373-5093 or (BOO) 444-4763 it Fax: (806) 373-5656
www.gswmf.com
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Editor's Desk
Keith Jordan
musical excellence. I do know first
hand that Rrad Dubbs and the Eldo
rado HS Bands were the outstanding
festival band award winner at Colora
do Springs this year. All three of the
Eldorado HS bands received superior
perfonnance awards. Thanks to all
the musical perfomicrs and direc
tors that display excellence in music
education throughout our wonderful
state. I'm proud of all your achieve
Luis Delgado and Don Gerheart ments. Grants HS received the out
presented Principal Martin Sando standing band in class award. Bosque
val with a $ 1 .000 check in appre Prep School received the outstanding
ciation for their support and to help in class award as did St. Pius in Band
support the Eldorado High Schools and Choir. We had MANY groups
music education efforts. Thanks to just at this one festival that were rec
everyone at Eldorado I-IS who sup ognized by judges as doing a great
ported this event and especially job with our kids in music education.
Martin Sandoval, Principal; Brad
Keep up tl1e good work throughout
Dubbs. Band Director; Megan Ra
dar. Choral Director; Ruth Striegel, our state. I know these things tend
education and the benefits music
teachers bring to their students and
school communities. A highlight of
the Albuquerque tour stop was a spe
cial private perfonnance by 1 7-year
old Bradbery, who addressed stu
dents and performed songs from
her self-titled Big Machine Re
cords debut. including the Top
15-and-rising "The Heart of Dixie.''

Music in Our Schools Bus Tour
Stopped at Eldorado High School
Albuquerque·s own Eldorado lligh

School was one of just five U.S. high
schools that were recognized this
month for dedication to excellence
in music education. On March 3, the
school hosted Danielle Bradbery. the
youngest-ever winner of The Voice,
as part of a stop on the week-long
Music In Our Schools national bus
tour. Kicking off National Music
In Our Schools Month the cross
country bus tour spotlighted music
8

Orchestra Director; and Stephen
Snowden, Associate Band Director.
It's neat to see professional musi
cians stopping their busy tour sched
ules and working with talented High
School kids that otherwise may never
get that opportunity. Don Gerheart,
f
Luis Delgado, and the fine arts staf
at Eldorado HS are to be highly c o m 
plimented for their constant efforts in

not to be recognized by certain agen
cies within our state that ought to be
taking note of professional evalua
tions from outstanding judges, in
dicating a level of excellence even
surpassing surrounding states. but
sometimes that is sadly not the case.
l'arn blessed to be at St. Pius X
High School in Albuquerque and
doubly blessed to have Orlando Ro-
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Editor...
driguez and Barbara Rothweiler as my Vice Principal
and Principal. Orlando is well known through the music
education community as an outstanding music educa
tor and administrator. Dr. Rothweiler is one of the finest
support principals that l have ever known. John Reith.
the choral director here al SPX and I count our bless
mgs daily that we have such people working for us and
with us. Irregardless of your faith, I'm s ure you can
appreciate that John and J start our days with prayer and
start our classes with a prayer over each student and
their families. It's humbling lo be here and awesome
at the same time. Even if you just consider i t slowing
down for a second and focusing on something other than
ourselves, its a very meditative process and helps us all
to do our best on a daily basis. My 87 year old South-
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cm Baptist Mother LOVES coming to the concerts and
hasn't missed one. I'm truly blessed to have worked in
three GREAT schools in m y career.
I wish you all nothing but s uccess in the rest of your
yearand a restful summer. Keep the faith and fight the
good fight Music alone endures......
(Pictures on this page arc Brad Dubbs and Danielle
Bradbery. Luis Delgado and Danielle Bradbery.)

All PJ,otos used ;,, this article are courtesy of
Big l.facJ,ine Label Group/Sarah Montgomery
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Band Section
Jennifer Johnson, Vice President

Buzzwords, labels. and titles for our
current culture of education abound:
accountability. assessment, evalua
tion, school grades, common core.
SBA. EOCs. and for music, MPA .
As teachers, we are encouraged to
provide data dri,en instruction and
document that instruction accord
ing to sta ndards and b..::nchmarks.
Standards and benchmarks are good
in that we h.ivc outlined goals for
common 111struct1011 acrm,s \anous
programs and d1stncts. We do owe
Jocelyn at PLO a big ..thank you" in
that sh..:: is working to help us honor
the perlom1ance-bascd nature of our
program s in the design of the end
of-course exams. Oflen, ,w band
directors become so focused on the
next pcrfom1ancc or contest that we
may forget that we are providing an
education through music. What docs
ii mean to receive a music educa
tion or an education through music?
What do sn1dents gain by being in
our classes? What can they do upon
grad uation from our programs that
they were unable to do or understand
at the beginning of their education in
music''
Music performance and music lit
eracy ought to be equal instruction
al goals. We are very good at the
music pcrfonnance aspects of our
programs. St11dents sit in rehears
als, play the m usic we give them lo
various degrees of proficiency, per
form a concert, and start over on new

music. Do we give students the op
port unity to demonstrate knowledge
in music literacy in ways other than
instrumental performance'? Arc our
students able to think in music? Arc
students able to process the theory
behind a composition or understand
why a certain combination of notes
was used? Can students read mLhiC
beyond the range of their instru
ments? Can students compose a
short piece with understa nding of
basic chord structure or follow sim
ple rules of species counterpoint and
voice leadi ng'? What knowledge is
common between band, orchestra .
choir, guitar. and general music'! Can
your band studenb read sharp keys
with proficiency or, as band students,
are we only comfortable with music
in the keys of C, F, B-Oat, E-flat, and
A-flat or occas1()nally G-Oat maJor
and relative minor keys? When try
ing lo write an end-of-course exam
common lo all areas of music edu
cation pro, ided in New Mexico .
we realized that difference:. exist m
what students an.: expected to know
in the different programs. Musa.: has
a common vocabulary and theory
consistent across all means or music
creation and pcrfonnance. It was sur
prising for me to realiLe we arc all
so specialized 111 our perfbm,ance
medium that we struggle to write a
common assessment for all music
classes. Should i nstruction in music
start with a common foundation or
do we simply specialize instruction
in the performance medi um'? Our
standards and benchmarks are writ
ten for a common instruction in mu
sic literacy regardless of the medium
through which an education in mu
sic is delivered. Each director must
answer these questions for himself
or herself and for the band program
and students (s)he leads. What is the
purpose of music education? Why do
we do what we do? What do students
gain by being in our programs? We
hope students have a positive ex
perience through performance and
realize success i n their music perfor
mances. Can students comprehend
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and think in music beyond our pro
grams? Are we developing life-long
musicians who can thmk, create. per
form. and appreciate in m usic after
they leave our programs?
2014-2015 Audition Etudes
Fl ute Piccolo - "Selected Studies
for Flute". Voxman {pub. Rubank)
• Page 8 . E Minor by Ferling; quarter
note 50-60. Play the entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure
16.
• Page 25, A MaJor by Karg-Elert;
dotted eighth note = 92-116. Play the
entire ctude.
SSB Excerpt: dotted eighth note =
72. Play beginmng 10 measure I I .
Oboe , English Hom - "48 Famous
Studies for Oboe and Saxophone".
Ferling (pub. Southern Music Co )
• Page 15, #29; eighth note = 88.
Play the entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure
16.
• Page 14. #28; quarter note 120126. Play the entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Begmnmg through
measure 8.
Bassoon - "Practical Method for the
Bassoon", Wcisscnbom/Ambro�10
(pub. Carl l-ischer)(50 Advanced
St udies)
• Page 82, #4; quar1c1 69-72 Play
the entire etth.k
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure
I I , end on fermata.
• Page I 00. #29; Allegro con fuoco,
quarter = 88 -96. Play from beginning
to m. 3 1 (end on high E-Oat).
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure
12, just before fin,t fermata (on B
flat).
Eb/Bb Soprano Clarinet - "Artistic
Studies- Book I". Rose {ed. Hite)
(pub. Southem Music Co.)
• Page 14, # 13; Adagio, quarter note
= 56. Play entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning through
measure 24.
• Page 37, #35; Modcrato. quarter
note = l 00. Play entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning through
measure 24.
11

Band . . .
Aho/Bass/Contra Bass Clarinet - Errata: Measure 17: the last note of
"Advanced Studies'' from lhe works the measure should be an eighth note.
of Julis Weissenborn for Alto and • Page 15, # I 0; Quarter note = 63.
Bass Clarinets , adapted by William Play from beginning to measure 20.
SSB Excerpt: Same requirements.
Rhoads. (pub. Southern Music Co.)
***Note: new book adopted in Janu Tenor Trombone and Euphonium
ary 2013 by NMMEA Band Divi "Selected Studies for Trombone",
Voxman (pub. Rubank)
sion***
• Page 25, #32, Largo, quarter note = • Page 43, Andante affettuoso: play
freely. eighth note = I 00-108. Play
46-50. Play entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Begin tn measure 26
30.
• Page 6, #10, Allegro modcrato, (cadenza measure) and play to end.
quarter note = 88-96; Play entire • Page 37, Allegro, eighth note = 168.
Play entire elude.
etude. no repeal.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure SSB Excerpt: Begin at measure 27
and play to end.
10.
All Saxophones - "48 Famous Stud Bass Trombone - ·•43 Bel Canto
ies for Oboe and Saxophone", Fer Studies'', Bordogni (pub. Alphonse
Leduc)
ling (pub. Southern Music Co.)
• Page 2. #3 in a minor, Andantino; • Page 14, No . 11, eighth note = 66
eighth note - I 00: Play entire etudc. *slower than printed tempo*. Play
SSB Excerpt: Begin at m. I and play the entire etude.
to the end ofm. 16
SSB Excerpt: begin in measurc19
• Page 7 , # 14 in D Major, Scherzo: and play to end.
quarter note = 1 12: Pia) entire etudc. "30 Etudes", Ubt.:r (Knaub ed.) (pub.
SSB Excerpt. Begin at m. I and play Southern Music Co.)
to the 16th note A on beat I of mea • Page 6-7. No. 8. quarter note = 80
*slower than printed tempo*. Play
sure 21.
French Hom -"335 Selected Melodi entire elude, mcluding D.C. al Fine.
ous Progressi"e & Techmcal Studies SSB Excerpt: Pia> from beginning to
for French Horn''. Pollag/Andraud Fine only.
( pub. Southern Music Co.)
Tuba - ·•43 Bel Canto Studies··. Bor
• Page 60, #44. Allegro maestoso, in dogni (pub. Alphonse Leduc)
G minor; quarter note = 88; Play en • Page 14, No. 11, eighth note = 66
tire etude.
*slower than printed tempo*. Play
SSB Excerpt: Begin at measure I and entire etude.
play to tbe D eighth note on beat 2 of SSB Excerpt: begin in measure 19
measure 12.
and play to end.
All: In measure 8-9 play the upper "70 Studies for BBb Tuba. Volume
notes. In measure 20-21 play the trip I", Blazhevich (Please note Vol . I)
lets.
(pub. King Music)
• Page 26, #17, "Allegro vivace" by • Page 29, No. 30. quarter note = 72Gallay; quarter note = 160- J 80; Play 80; play entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Begin in m. 18 and
entire piece with D.C. and Coda.
SSB Excerpt: Begin at m. I and play play to the end.
through measure 36.
Percussion
Trumpet - "27 Melodious and Rhyth Mallets: "Modem School for Xylo
mic Exercises", by J. L. Small (pub. phone. Mari mba. & Vibraphone··,
Goldenberg (pub. Alfred)
Carl Fischer)
• Page 62, Etudc I . Play entire etude.
• Page 5, #3; Dotted quarter = 60. Snare drum: "Portraits in Rhythm",
Cirone (pub. Belwin Mills)
Play the entire etude.
SSB Excerpt: Beginning to measure • Page 8, etude 6. Play from the be
24.
ginning through measure 16.
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Timpani: ·'The Solo Timpanist".
Firth (pub. Carl Fischer)
• Page 4. Etudc I . Play from the be
ginning to measure 36.
Multiple Percussion Etude:
Crash cymbal, tambourine. and tri
angle. Music and tempo marking in
formation available at www.nmmea .
com
Rudiments:
Percussionists will be required to
know all "Even-numbered" Percus
sive Arts Society Rudiments.
2, 4, 6, 8, 10. 12. 14. 16. 18, 20. 22,
24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34. 36, 38, 40
(available online at www.pas.org)
The adjudicator will ask the student
to perform several of the required ru
diments.
The rudiments shall be perfonncd
Slow-Fast-Slow (Begin at a slow
tempo, accelcrando to a faster tempo,
and ritardando back to the original
tempo)
Scales:
Pcrcuss10nists will be responsible
for knowmg all 12 Major Scales by
memory. TWO OCTAVES. The ad
Judicator will ask the student 10 pcr
fonn several scales on marimba.
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Orchestra Section
Rebecca Simons, Vice President

As I begin my second year as Vice
President of the NMMEA orchestra
section, I want to encourage open lines
of communication. If you have ques
tions or concerns feel free lo e-mail
me, my address is: Rebecca.Simons@
aps.edu. Also, I want to ensure that I
have correct contact infonnation from
all of you. If you have not received an
e-mail from me in the last 2 momhs.
please take a moment and send me
your e-mail address and cu1Tent con
tact infonnat1on.
The 20 14 All State festival was a great
success for our student musicians and
educators alike; this would not be pos
sible without the tremendous efforts of
numerous individuals. I cannot pos 
sibly mention everyone who contrib
uted to making All-State a success.
but I must acknowledge the following:
First and foremost. I want to recognize
and thank Don Geheart. our executive
director. Neil Swapp, our President
and the entire NMMEA board. In ad
dition, a special thanks goes to the fol
lowing: The a l l s- tate string audition
team; Daniel Vega-Albela and Dr. Da
vid Schepps, the audition site chairs;
Dee Ann Cason, Clarissa Clark, and
Jennifer Rogers who ensured a fair and
well organized audition process for our
students, Music Mart- Joe Keith, and
Charles Brandebury for taking care of
our sheet music needs, Diane Otts
who equipped us with adequate rooms
and necessary equipment for rehears
als, concerts, and clinics. and Fred
Bugbee, Jennifer Laubenthal, Scott
Ney. Rebecca Ray, J.D. Shaw. and
Dustin Seifert. for leading sectionals
14

Wednesday evening. I would also like
to thank Em ily Awes and Ruth Strie
gel. for co-chairing the Symphony
Orchestra and Juli Palladino and Lind
sey Robb for co-chairing the Concert
Orchestra. Congratulations and thanks
to Dee Ann Cason and the Imago Dei
Academy String Orchestra for their ex
quisite performance. Their concert was
amazing, and they stand as an example
of the outstanding music programs
New Mexico has to offer. Again I
want lo express m y sincere congratula
tions to Dee Ann, and her students, for
an outstanding perfonnance. I would
like to recognize Dr. Bob Gillespie,
Gabriel Gordon. Robb Janov. Don
Robertson. Dr. David Schepps. and
Mark Tatum for presenting workshops
throughout the conference. Finally, I
want to thank all of the NMMEA mu
sic educators for their daily work with
the students of New Mexico, and all
of you that put forth time and effort to
make 2 0 1 4's all-state experience es
pecially informative, educauonal, and
successful.
Our 2 0 1 4 All-State orchestra members
were fortunate to work with 111cred1bly
gifted conductors. lt was an honor to
· meet and work with Dr. Timothy Rus
sell and Dr. Andrew Dabczynsk1. My
students enjoyed participating in these
ensembles, and I was impressed by the
outstanding musicianship our students
demonstrated at their concerts.
2 0 1 5 All-State is not far off. and now it
is time for a state ensemble to earn the
distinction o f being the 2 0 1 5 AII State
Honor Orchestra. This could be an in
credible opportunity for yon and your
students and the process is not as diffi
cult as you may think. Please consider
submitting an application. The process
is outlined in lhe NMMEA Handbook
and the deadline for submission is June
I , 2 0 1 4 . Visit www.nmmea.com for
more details.
I realize that many o f you are in the
middle of spring trips, festival perfor
mances. recruitment. and final perfor
mances of the school year, but now
is the time to start thinking about all
state auditions. Audition dates will
be October 22, 2 0 14 in Las Cruces at
New Mexico State University. and on

October 23 and 24. 2 0 1 4 at Eldorado
High School in Albuquerque. Each
audition will consist of a major and
melodic minor scale. a prescribed solo.
and two orchestral excerpts. You will
be able to find all the materials on the
NMMEA website. All audition mate
rial should be posted by May 1 5 , 2 0 1-1.
Please be sure to check the website fre
quently for updates that may be perti
nent to your student's success. If you
have any q uestions about the audition
process please refer to the website, the
handbook will outline the entire pro
cess. We will be doing recorded audi
tions this year, so there will be a few
changes. Stay tuned.
I am excited to announce our conduc
tors for the 2 0 1 5 All-State Music Fes
tival. Our Symphony Orchestra Con
ductor will once again be Professor
Wes Kenney, the Director of Orches
tras at Colorado State University. Dr.
Rebecca Macleod. Professor of Music
Education at the University of North
Carolina, Greensboro will bl! lcad111g
the Concert Orchestra. Both arc pre
paring wonderful and challenging pro
grams for our students.
It 1s an exciting time to be a music edu
cator in Ne,\ Mexico. Please encour
age as many students as possible to
start workmg on !heir all-state audition
material as soon as i t is available, and
please encourage all of them to try-out.
Please consider sending in a recording
for honor orchestra; this is a great op
portunity for everyone in the state.
l know end-of-course exams have been
a huge concern to everyone. Please
feel free to e m
- ail me.or our president,
Neil Swapp if you have any questions.
We will get through this and 1 knC1w
some very positive things v.rill come
out of this process.
Remember; advocacy starts with yC1u,
and this is an excellent opportunity to
be heard. Thank you for sharing your
talents and expertise with the children
o f New Mexico. T am privileged to be
working with such outstanding music
educators. I am here to serve you.
please contact me with any question5.
Respectfully,
Rebecca Simons
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General Music Section
Virgina Hinds, Vice President
\LL-STAT!: PARTICIPATION
(S ung to lhc song "T\, inkle, T\, inkk,
Little Star")
Thank you Thank vou.

e1·eryone

}011 made l/1-State fol\ o/F1111.1
Tlwnk you for the te,·t.\ and calls.
Thank rou helpers mos/ ofall'
Thank 1·m1. Thank 1'011 e1·e1J'01/I!,
lim made :111-Swte lots 0JF1111 1

handouts and pamphlets from All
State. If you still ha\'cn't received
these, please don't hesitate to giH':
me a call, or email me. I will get
all of that out to you as soon as I
can. My email: , hinds34(a mylam.
com and my number: 505-847-22 11
, 1025.
I knov, we hit some firewall!> with
emails, and I was so happy lo hear
from people to send it another way
or to their personal email accounts.
Anyway I can do that JUSt let me
knO\\.
CONCERNS/REMED1ES:
The Tradit10nal Dance Class will be
moved to a more convenient place in
our General Music schedule so that n
is better attended .
We are also working on rooms, but
that is a space issue with UNM. and I
want to take this time and "TH ANK"
Diane Otts. This lady 1 s our liaison
with UNM and she does \\,Ondcr:.!
We \\ ill work on rooms being more
accommodatmg for All-State 2015

I pcrsonaJly want to thank all the ses
sion people once again fo1 your \Ol
unteering and providing some of the
best All-Stale sessions I have been
pnv1leged to supervise. My thanks:
l\ndrev.. Jan. Betty, Robin, and so
many others \\'ho stepped up and
helped ,.,,ith monitor�. and aiding our
clinics lo be Lhe best!

Coagratulat1011s to �h. .I.in Delgado
a� our upcoming VP of General Mu
sic! She ru1d I arc already collabo
rating to make 2015 even better! We
are also thinking of putting in more
sess10ns for 2015, so if you have an
idea and want lo present a session.
please give us a call or email so \\C
can make that happen for you!
Please get online to ww\.\.nmmt:a.
com and look up the applications for
the JOHN BACHELLOR AWARD
and the ALL-STA1 E HO OR
GROUP.

A special thanks to Robin Giebelhau
PLEASE PARTICIPATE! ! !
sen and Regina Carlo\!\ from UNM
for providing audio and visual equip Recommend someone. or yourseln
ment for our special headliner, Dr. Go to your distncl meetings and
Shelly Cooper. in the SUB Ballroom. nominate!
Let's give it up one more time for Dr.
Shelly Cooper! She did an excellent Gel involved!!!Watch deadlines and
get applications in!!!
job and I learned so much!
Thank you lo everyone who text or And. while I'm on that soap box,
emailed me so that U1ey could get CONGRATULATIONS again to
Amy Anderson and the Dragon Fire
The New Mexicn Musician
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Guitar Club!! 1 You guys were 8\\ c 
some!
Music l n Our Schools Month
GOTO TlflS WEBSITE
http: 'musiced nafme.org events 'mu
sic-in-our-schools-month'
Music programs nalionw1de are in
danger. State and local legislators are
attempting to make up for funding
shortfalls in this difficult economy by
cuttrng education budgeli,, \\ hich can
place school music at risk Advocacy
takes place on many fronts, and ad
vocates for music education need to
learn to speak to different audiences.
each of whom has a key contribu
tion to make. Music In Our Schoob
Month March 2014 is a perfect
time to get involved and do your part
lo ensure that America's students
have access to a comprehensive. se
quential music education taught by
exemplary music educators!
•Brand ne\\. MIOSM mcrchamlisc
for 2014!
Egg <;bakers

$2 25
Slickers

20 5heets or stickers
:!,8.00
Pack of 50 small buttons!
$10.50
•Share Your Story
Want to help
NAt1'v1E convince decision makers in
2014 that music is something worth
protecting 111 every school? There's
no more powerful way lo do so than
by sharing your o,,vn personal story
about how music has affected YOUR
life. Tell us about the first time you
picked up a clarinet in sixth grade.
Reminisce about how you finally
learned to play your fa,orite piece
of music on the piano. Describe the
emotions you felt when your high
school choral group performed at its
annual concert. Add your story lo
our growing collection and be a part
/5

General Music . . .
of something bigger than you ever
imagined!

by Hal Leonard and NAfME during
the entire month of M arch!

•Why Music? Celebrity PSAs for
MIOSM - Encourage your local ra
dio stations to download and play
on the air these 60-second celebrity
messages about the importance of
music education. You can also use
them in your own presentations!

•View all oftl1e Concert for Music In
Our Schools Month perfonnances on
our Concert webpage.

•Register for Your Flag Certificate A U .S. Flag will be flown over the
U.S. Capitol in 2 0 14 io honor of MI
OSM. Register to receive a certificate
of commemoration.

•Plan an all-school sing of Concert
for Music In Our Schools Month mu
sic!

HOW MIOSM HAS BEEN CEL
EBRATED IN THE PAST
•2012 Music In Our Schools Month
Webinar
Connect wilh students. parents. col
leagues, and the community . . .
•Celebrate by teaching and singing
any of the free Concert for Music In
Our Schools Month music provided

•Present faculty members with Ml
OSM buttons or lapel stickers and
ask that they wear them every day
during M arch.

•Have students list ways in which
music is a part of their everyday
lives. Have them compare lists with
friends and family members.
Successful ideas from NAfME mem
bers ...
•At Clarksville Elementary School in
Clarksville, MD. students told ''What
Music Means to Mc" through a writ
ing assignment. The papers were
placed around the school for all to
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read.
•"Family Activity Night" at Richard
son Elementary School in Oscoda,
MI, combined M!OSM and reading
with a dinner, reading activities. and
a music concert presented by each
grade level.
•The spring musical at Waccamaw
Elementary School in Pawleys Is
land. SC, featured an artist from the
Egbe Kilimanjaro Afric an Drum
ming Band.
•In Germany, students from the
Waldbuttclbnmn Volksschulc joined
their friends at Wuerzburg Elemen
tary School to present concerts dur
ing M arch.
•The band al Worthingway Middle
School, Wor1J1ington. OH. took their
MIOSM celebrations as an oppOrt\1nity to pcrfonn "young people·s con
certs" at local elementary schools.
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C horal Section
Brian Verling, Vice President

All-Stale 2014 has come and gone.
and ii was a most successful experi
ence for everyone involved. We had
a few more no-sho,, s in the Trebk
and Mixed choirs than in the previ
ou:,, year, but moslly due to illness or
family emergencies. Of twelve ab
sences. only one was uncxcused
Thanks to all of the teachers mvolvcd
with the 400 All-State choristers!
1 hey were held accountable to their
com1111Lment, and you helped them to
prepare some VF.RY challenging mu
sic. Both Lynne Gackle and David
Brunner were most complementary
regarding the preparation. discipline
and musicianship of the students in
their respective ensemble:..
Than.ks as well to the "cast of thou
sands" that it takes lo stage a suc
cessful All-State experience. If you
helped with memory auditions. mon
itored a rehearsal or clinic. assisted
with riser set-up and take-down, pre
sented a clinic or sponsored a clinic:
THANK YOU!!! Special thanks to
our excellent co-chairs Carrie Harp
er. Janice Needham, Gall de Young
and Bob lppel what a super team
of resourceful people. Also thanks
lo our two tremendous accompamsts
Kayla Paulk and Amy Woolley- lnie
artists at the piano. Our Collabora
tive Pianist lntem program is off to a
most successful start as well. thanks
to Kayla's initiative and planning.
Thanks would not be complete with-

out kudos to Don Gerheart, Diane
Otts and Keith Jordan for alt of their
hard work and counties!> hours spent
in pursuit of excellence forNMMEA.
Also, Neil Swapp has been unbelic\
able bus)' keeping up with all of the
changes with MPAs, MPAFs. the
PED and NAtME he is ab,;olutely
the acronym KING. (That doesn't
stand for anything- it Just means
"king"!)
Following are the main points CO\ ered in our Choral Section Meeting
in Janua11:
1.
The clinicians for 2015 will
be Betsy Cook-Weber (Treble Choir)
and Alan Raines ( Mixed Choir)
2.
The clinicia11s for 2016 will
be TBA (Treble Choir) and Elizabeth
Schauer ( Mi-.:ed Choir)
3.
Congramlatiom, to the
2014 1-lonor Choir: the New Mexico
School for the Arts Chamber Sing
ers and their 1.hrector. Arnell Da\ id
Arellanes.
4.
MPAfs will be consistent
across all NM d1smcts. and will soon
be posted on our website.
5
We had a lengthy <l1scuss1on
about ne,� MPA ,;1ghtreading proce
dures and assessment fonn. Also the
EO( exam and probable content. All
of this information is supposed to be
posted on the NMPED website "" ith
in a couple of weeks follo,, lllg ow
meet111g.
It was agreed by the section
6.
that it would be reasonable to have
48 hours following the receipt of the
All-State audition schedule to notify
NMMEA or any necessary changes
or difficulties. Following that time
period, NO CHANGES should be al
lowed.
Note: Since our meeting. Emily Ells
worth has agreed to serve as the 2016
Treble Choir Clinician. Many thanks
to Shelly Andes and Joanna Harl for
recording our meeting. Full minutes
are available on request.
As J begin work on All-State 201-l (a
process that actually happened over a
year ago when I secured clinicians!),
I need to have accurate contact in-
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formation. If you make any changes
in your teaching assignment, name,
phone number, e-mail address. etc..
please send these changes to Don
Gerheart so that we can keep our di
rectory up-to-date and accurate. If
you did not allend the Choral Section
meeting, please e-mail me (brian.ucr
ling(a. clovis-schools.org) and let me
knO\\ with what you might be willing
to help. It ta kes LOTS of volunteers
to make for a successful All-State!
Please th111k about submitting an ap
plication and CD for consideration
a::. the 2015 All-State H,,nor Choir
This is a '"large school" preference
year. but all choirs are encouraged to
submit applications. Please submit
by June I , 2014 to: Brian Uerling
1-l 12 Axtell Street / Clovis, N�I
88101. (575) 693-0590. You may
find guidelines for this procedure as well as answers to any questions
you might have regarding NMMEA
policies and procedures at WW\\.
nmmea.com.
You and your students '" ill be de
lighted and challenged by the rep
ertoire chosen by cli11iciam, 8etsy
Coo1'.-Wcber and Alan Raines. The
audition piece \\ ill be ·'Von Ewiger
Liebe'' (Johannes Brahms I arr Alan
Raines) SATB div1s1 with piano ac
companiment, Alliance Music Press
0617.
All-Slate Choral Audition Sites and
lnforn1at1on.
Monday. October 20, 2014
Portales, ENMU
Tuesday, October 21. 2014 Albu
querque, UNM
Wednesday. October 22, 2014 - Al
buquerque, UNM
Thursday. October 23, 2014 Albu
querque. UNM
Fnday, October 24. 2014 Las Cru 
ces. NMSU
Please remember that ALL choral au
ditions arc standardized and scripted.
The adjudicators arc given a spe
cific order and time limits for each
portion. exactly as outlined in the
NMMEA handbook. This section.
(along with the rest o f the
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Choral. . .
handbook!). should be read \ C ry
carefully by all choral music teach
ers, experienced and beginners alike.
Treble Choir Repertoire 2 0 1 5
..Bring Me Little Water. Silvey·· . ..
arr. M. Smiley (SSA a cappella)
·'Magnificar· ... Z. R. Stroope
(SSAA one piano four hands) A l 
liance AMP0400
"Sc teco \ ive ii cor" (from Radamis
to) ... G. F. llandel / arr. B. W. Cook
(SA, piano)
··Call of the Flowers·· I from Lakme)
. . . L. Delibes / Arr. R. Nelson (SA.
piano) Santa Barbara SBMP-464
··Regina coeli'' (from Litanie delta
Madonna) . . . J.M. Haydn (SSA /
piano) Alliance AMP-00146
'Travelin' llome·· . . . arr. A. Ramsey
(SSAAI piano) Carl FischerCM928 I

Plus one more piece TBA soon. Mu
sic Mart has arranged for distribution
and sales of the Smiley piece :.pe
c1fically for our event. The Handel
1s not yet in publication. but will be
soon ( Alliance).
Mixcd Choir Repertoire 2 0 1 5 ( in ad
dition to audition piece listed above)
''Gloria'' (from Missa Kenya) . . . P .
Basler (SATB with solo Tenor) Colla
Voce 3 6 2- 0 I 02
..The Pasture-· ... Z.R. Stroope
(SATB /. Piano) Colla Voce 45-2 1 1 02
"Soldier. Soldier, Won't You Many
Me? . . arr. R. DeCormier (SATB a
cappella) Lawson -Gould 5 1280
··cc Soir Mon Coeur'' . .. S. Scnven
(SATB a cappclla) Alliance AMP
0955

··Poll) Wolly Doodle" . arr. G. K u
bik (SATB a cappella) G. $chinner
9854
··1 Hear Thy Voice" ... S. La Barr
(SATB a cappella) Morningstar 509120
"Great God Almighty" . . srr. S.
Gibbs (SATB divisi / a cappella)
Gentry JG2448
(The Scriven is not ready for distri
bution. but will be soon.)
Respectfully submitted. Brian Uer
ling I NMMEA Choral Vice Presi
dent

Guitar Section
Jeremy Mayne, Vice President
2013 GLITAR ALDI flONS:
Auditions for the 2 0 1 4 All State gui
tar ensemble took place at Cibola
High School on October 24-25, 2 0 1 3
• 1 1 0 students registered for the audi
lions
• 88 a uditioned
• 22 no-shows/cancellations
• 1 8 schools were represented

Greetings fellO\\ music educators,
musicians, and administrators! An
other All State has passed. and what n
wonderful event it was for New
Mexico guitar students. The ensem
ble represented what was probably
our strongest pool of players yet. and
their collective preparation and focus
was remarkable. To be sure, a new
benchmark has been set as we con
tinue to raise the standards of guitar
education in New Mexico.
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long-tern, sustainabtlit} of the Gui
tar D1v1s1on or NMMEA ultimately
requires strong levels of participa
tion. Of equal importance is that with
greater audition number:, come� the
ability to be more selccti\c, creating
an even higher quality ensemble ex
perience for the students.
There were 22 no-shows/cancella
tions. The resulting 20% no-show
rate is pretty much on par with the
other disciplines.

With 1 1 0 students registered for the
auditions, it represen ted a healthy
:.howing. U1ough still a bit down from
previous years. Now that All State Of the 1 8 :.chools that signed up stu
participation is becoming a regular denb to audition, 1 5 had students in
pa11 of the school year for guitar di the All Stale ensemble, making it a
rectors and their students, I hope to truly "all state·· ensemble.
see the numbers gradually rise again.
I also believe that a� MPAs become 2014 ALL STATE GUITAR EN
a more typical component of guitar SEMBLE:
education around New Mexico, more The ensemble this year represented
programs will be prepared Lo send the most prepared and highest-func
q ualified students lo the All Stale tioning group of young guitarists we
auditions. Regardless, as a collective have ever had. Even on the first night
group of guitar djrectors. we should of rehearsal, they brought an impres
be striving lo send greater numbers sively high level of playing. much
of well-prepared students to the All to the delight of All State conductor.
State auditions. The potential for Marc Teicholz. He was able to get
The ,Yew Me.\ico Musician - Spring, 20/4

Guitar . . .
into detailed work with them right
away, setting the stage for the next
two days of quality work. Mr. Tei
i.:holz connected very quickly witJ1
the students, leading rehearsals with
efficiency. kindness, and humor. The
final performance on Saturday morn
ing was beautiful, brimming with re
finemen1 and confidence.
There were so many people who
helped make this All State great, and l
would like t o extend a general thanks
to everyone involved. whether chap
eroning students. leading workshops,
or monitoring rehearsal. fn addition,
special thanks goes out Mickey Jones
and Justin Crews for chairing the re
hearsals. Alan Kuncel and Justin Mc
Murdo for assisting with rehearsal
and concert organization. and the
NMMEA Executive Board for their
conti1rned support of the New Mexi
co All State guitar initiative.
2014 GUITAR AUDITIONS:
Audittons for the 2015 All State gui
tar ensemble will take place at Ci
bola High School on October 23-24.
:!O 14. To our good fortune. l:duardo
Trujillo will once again be our s11e
coordinator. !le has done this for sev
eral years now, and he and his will
ing and capable student volunteers
always do a wonderful job.
AUDITION MATERJALS:
Scales:
C' Major and C Melodic Minor from
Major and Melodic Minor Scales by
Andres Segovia.
Columbia Music Co.. Theodore
Presser Co.
Etude:
Etudc No. 20 from 25 Melodious and
Progressive Studies. Op. 60 by Mat
teo Carcassi
FJH Classic Editions
Excerpt: TBA (the excerpt, from a
piece written by Ben Yerdcry, will be
posted on the
NMMEA
website shortly)
Sightreading

2015 ALL STATE:
We are very excited that Ben Verdcry
has agreed to be our 2015 All State
Guitar Ensemble Conductor. He is a
high-energy individual and a brilliant
concen artist, composer, and arrang
er. as well as being head of the guitar
program at Yale University.
There are still final decisions be
ing made about the selections, but
Mr. Yeredery has offered this initial
program. It promises to be a varied
and exciting program, with plenty of
challenges to keep the students hard
working and engaged.
Ellis Island bv Benjamin Yerdery
Chasing Dragons by Darin A u
Editions Orphee, Presser Order num
ber 494-02507 (EICM-38)
The sky the Air and a Smile by Leo
Brouwer
Doberman-Yppan, DO 142
Stan Now by Benjamin Yerdery
Piano Sonata no.2 Scherzo by Pro
kofiev
We have another round of infonna
tive workshops shapmg up. and there
,\.ill be a special emphasis materials
and approaches for begjnning guitar
classes . Be on the look out for infor
mation in the following issue of Ne\.\.
Mexico Musician

upon with envy. it is essential that
we volunteer in tum for the available
positions. Whether it's leading the
guitar section in a given district. or
serving as the vice-president fo r the
guitar section of All State, these are
critical roles that will most certainly
shape the future of guitar education.
These relatively short two-year tenns
are eye-opening experiences, and
anyone who does it will come away
with a new appreciation for all the
tremendous work that goes on behind
the scenes to help music education
remain alive and well.
That said I would like to introduce
Jim Ri, era, who \\. ill be replac111g me as Guitar Vice-President for
NMMEA al the conclusion of the
2015 All State Festival. Mr. Rivera
is an outstanding guitar educator.
having taught at Rio Rancho High
School for many years. His program
has produced some of the finest
young guitarists in our community
and his tireless work and volunteer
ing <ip1rit have been greatly valued by
all who kno\l, him. I le \\. ill be an as
set to NMMEA and Lo guitar educa
tion in Ne"" Mexico.
Until next time, in the words of John
Truitt. ··Keep 'cm playing!"

CALL TO SERVICE:
Pre-college guitar education in New
Mexico has been on an amazmg tra
jectory of progress. Each year we
sec more district events in place, in
creased conunitmcnt to quality guitar
programs, ever-improving students.
and a supportive and nurturing envi
ronment. We have all had, and con
tinue to have. a part in this. but it was
through the visionary work and per
severance ofJohn Truill that we enjoy
our current successes. Now though.
the baton has been passed, and for
New Mexico guitar education to con
tinue evolving and improving, we
will all have to engage. Though ad
ministrative duties are rarely looked
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M usic Ed ucation Workshops
at the

University of New Mexico
Sum mer, 2014
The UNM summer music education workshop series provides varied and relevant topics taught by
nationally and internationally recognized clinicians. This year we offer five of our traditional events, plus
the seventh year of the New Mexico Kodaly Institute.

2 1/2-Day Music Education
Workshops

New Mexico Kodaly Institute

Our String Teaching World: More Than
Just Technique

Regina Carlow. Marta Sarosine Szabo.
Zsuzsanna Mindszeoty. Shelly Cooper
June 16-27

Doris and William Preucil
May 3 1 -June 2

Choral Workshop
Rodney Eichenberger
June 4-6

Technology Applications for the Music
Classroom

Robm GiebeU1ausen
June 9-1 I

Vernacular Musicianship: Creating and
Performing in Popular Music Ensembles

Adam Kruse
June 12-14

Early Childhood Music: It's All About
the Play

Jennifer Bailey
July l 7-19

Two enrollment options: Register for university
credit or pay a $150 workshop fee.

Kodaly Certification Level I, II and l l l

Kodaly a la Carte
• Solfa
• Pedagogy/Materials
• Conducting
• Ad\'anced Musicianship (20 hrs of
instruction)
All participants must pay the workshop fee:
Early registration (before 4/15): $500
Standard registratton (4/ 1 6-5/31 ) : $550
Late registration (atler 6!0 I ): $600
Up to three hours of university credit can be
earned for Certification Levels I-Ill and
Advanced Musicianship. Tuition is in addition to
workshop fees.
For more detailed NMKI infom1ation. including
required materials and housing options, go to:
http://music.unm.edu/department_areas/music_c
d/mn_kodaly_inst/iodex.btm

For detailed infonnation about schedules, location,
registration, fee payment and materials go to:
music.unm.edu/musedworkshop.hlm
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Collegiate Section
Jason Paulk, Vice President
tured "Collegiate Arca Event" d u r 
ing the conference was a Thursday
evening "roundtable discussion" in
the Baldwin Conference Room of
the Sheraton Hotel. Each of the all
state conductors participated and
shared very valuable insights for our
pre-service a nd current collegiate
teachers in attendance. They dis
cussed topics as far-ranging as learn
ing new repertoire. to balancing life
and work, to their personal philoso
phies of teaching music. The event
far outweighed m y expectations and
l was overwhelmed by the generos
ity and the authenticity of our panel.
The guest conductors stayed far be
yond the hour allotted for the event
By the time you read this article, in order to field individual questions
many of you will be in tJ1e throes from each student who wanted to talk
of preparing spring opera produc with them. Everyone in attendance
tions, musicals. preparing final said they hoped we would conti nue
concerts. preparing for finals. and this event every year. Not only did
for our friends in the public school we learn from talking to and asking
cl assrooms gearing up for Mm,ic questions of the clinicians, but we
Pcrfomiance Assessments With m y were able 10 observe them in rehean.
deepest and sincerest sentiments, l als and connect each of their "theo
wish you all, "ll bocca al lupo." For nes" to their "practices."
Lhose of you not familiar with that SeYeral suggestions for future work
··break a leg" substitute in Italian. it shops at All -State came out of our
means, . . in the mouth of the wolf." Collegiate Section meeting, and 111Usually one responds with, "Crepi ii cluded the following:
lupo," or. ''choke the wolf:'
A workshop that would allow vet
eran teachers to provide advice and
The last time many of us com expectations for student-teaching
municated was at our NMMEA preparation.
Conference in J a nuary. Thirty-five Mock interviews for pre -service
pre-service teachers from ENMU. teachers, including a critique of resuapproximately five from UNM. and mes and interview
�kills.
a couple from NMSU-in addition
Conducting master classes/clinics/
to numerous collegiate educators
critiques (probably could be handled
all participated in the interest ses \ i a workshop).
sions. rehearsals. and performances A discussion panel for first-year and
throughout the week.
pre-service teachers.
Technology based interface (face
2014 All-State Recap
book, linkedin, etc) for communica
Our review of the structure and orga tion with all
collegiate section
nization ofNMME A- at the district members throughout the state.
and state level- during our Colle
A "headliner" invited specifically for
giate Section meeting at All-State. the Collegiate Section at the 2015
seemed helpful to all in attendance. All-State
Conference.
Now all of our section members If you have any other ideas, please
know how they can best serve our feel free 10 communicate them with
organization in the future. Our fea- me.
24

Tentative Plans for the 2015
NMMEA Conference
NMMEA plans to continue the dis
counted pre-service teacher regis
tration ($10.00). We will certainly
include another section meeting at
the conference and strive for higher
numbers of participants, particularly
collegiate instructoD>. To this end,
we will try to schedule the presen
tations involving other collegiate
faculty at different times so we can
have their participation in the section
meeting. At least ten faculty told me
they couldn·t attend because of an
other workshop in \\ hich they were
involved.
As we did this year. I hope to secure
commitments from each of our All
State guest conductors for partici
pation in our Collegiate Roundtable
Discussion on Thursday evening.
Everyone ll1 allendance really appre
ci ated the event. especi ally that it was
designed specific ally for pre-service
teachers. I t made them fed important
and a vital part of the organization. l f
this demographic 1s going to become
more involved i n NMMEA it will
happen because they are more inte
grated in the future.
The NMEMA Board is considering
a propos al for the creation of a Col
legiate Music I!eadliner budget for
next year's All-State Conference.
Many thanks go to Mr. Don Gerheart
for assisting with the expense (ap
proximately $300.00) of snacks for
our College Roundtable Event this
year. We have a conductor of sig
nificant international reputation who
has already offered to come to next
year's convention to work with our
aspiring music educators if we can
approve travel.
Another topic the NMMEA Board is
currently consideri ng is the proposal
for the participation of student repre
sentatives at future Board Meetings.
I sincerely hope we will h ave pre
service teachers involved at all future
meetings in order for our future lead
ers to have an up-close and personal
view of these titillating meetings.
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Collegiate . . .
Fresh Leadership and Ne\\ Per
spectives
I want to publicly acknowledge and
congratulate Mrs. Kayla Paulk on her
election as Vice President-Elect of
the Collegiate Section. She will be
a great asset to NMMEA and I look
forward to working with her during
the coming year for a seamless tran
sition in the Collegiate Section. If

you would like to be in contact with
her. her contact infonnation is kayla.
paulk@enmu.edu or 575-562-257 1 .
In closing, I would like to thank all
of our leaders in NMMA for working
so diligently this year to make our
annual conference a huge success.
Moreover, thank you for the con
tinual "behind the scenes" work that
makes our organization the greatest
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advocacy group for our state music
educators.
Respectfully Submitted 2/18/14
Dr. Jason Paulk. Collegiate Vice
President
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Music Faculty

Joseph Kline
Dean, College ofFine Arts
Dustin Seifert
Department Chair,
Director of Bands.
Euphonium and Tuba

Tracy Carr
Music History. Double Reeds
Mark Dal Porto
Music Theory. Compos1t1on
Andrea Denis
Horn
Benjamin Fairfield
Trumpet. Band
Kimberly Gelbwasser
Voice
Bruce Keeling
Trombone
Jennifer Laubenthal
Clarinet
John Olsen
Piano
Cheryl Pachak-Brooks
Piano
Jason Paulk
Director of
Choral Activities
Kayla Paulk
Vocal Coach. Accompanist
Neil Rutland
Percussion, Music Technolog>
Susanna Self
Flute
Richard Schwartz
Saxophone, jazz Studies
Jason Vest
Voice
Jeanie Wozencra�-Orne
Voice
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What's New In Music Technology 2014?
By Mike Klinger
Lot's of new things were introduced
at NAMM 2014 in January relating t o
music technology. It amazes me how
music technology keeps moving for
ward to some exciting new levels not
before seen. It is the purpose of this
article t o introduce you to the ne\\
things coming out . 1ust around the cor
ner and hO\,\ they can affect you as a
music educator.

dio Box Music Creation Suite $399
includes: AudioBox interface. PS49
controller keyboard, Studio One Art
ist recording software. Notion com
posmg software. M7 c ondenser mic
\\ ith cable. HD3 stereo headphones
and a USB 2.0 HUB. Presonus also
introduced their 32. 24.and 16 channel
Al digital mixing consoles ($3999.
$2999. $ 1999) Amazing mLxers and
they come with rec ording software
ready t o go.
M-Audio mtroduced the new Mtrack
Eight audio interface $399. Up until
now 8 inputs would have cost you
$999. Features include: High head
room mpuls with Octane Preamp
Technology. Up t o 24,96 kHz resolu
tion. 8 XLR .. . l/4" combo inputs with
individual metering, Dual headphone
outs with selectable source ( J,2 or
3,4). Selectable phamom power for
Channels J -4 and 5-8 and much more.
A great value for the money!

Notation
The two major players in the music
notation field introduced upgrades.
Finale 2014T"1 was introduced and
includes some cool new things like:
enhancements in linked parts. a new
mixer. EPUB support for publishing c
Books, a new audio engine. improved
OSX suppon. nev. and improved
sounds. better percussion notation and
much more.
S1beliusT M introduced a Sibelius 7.5
upt,>Tade. Sibelius is not going out of
business! Please stop this terrible ru
mor. In fact, the company has a ne\\. Cool Stuff
11::am of de\\.!lopers. moved their sea We all kno\\ that our kids love to 1um
-..oned Pro Tools expert (Bobby Lom knobs and dabble with musical sounds
bardi) over to the Sibelius team. and an<l effects. Syntorial 578 educational
1s now InO\ing forward in leapi. and pricing. allows the student to program
bounds. Expect some great ne\, thmgi. his/her own s ounds into a synthesizer
using \he trainmg software included. It
coming your \\ay in 2014.
NotateMe"1 is a ne,\ notation app for comes \vith over J 99 lessons.The stu
portable devices. Write your music dent learns about a single parameter
with your finger. or better yet a Stylus or sound ( i.e oscillator). and is then
:ind it re-writes your music into pub played a sample or the sound. Us
lished notation. The cool lhing is that ing just their cars and Lhc knov. ledge
it learns your handwritmg style so the learned, they begin to program the
more your write the fewer mistakes sound they just heard. If correct. it re
are made. You can then email the file, wards the student and allows them t o
save as XML to bring it into Finale or move onto more parameters. The kids
Sibelius, or play it back right on your that T have shov.-11 this t o absolutely
portable device. Promises for the fu- l ove it. Site licensing is also available
111re include: import music XML, sing at $62.50 seat.
or play and have it notate your perfo r  Need a small. portable, powerful
mance, take a photo of your music and speaker for you classroom or portable
have it play back to you on your mo device? Tntroducing the new iLOUD
bile device .
$299. 40 watts of power, 50hz-20khz,
bluetooth compatible, up to IO hours
Digital Audio
in normal use without charging, 1/4"
Presonus™ is a company that is on input for connecting guitars t o iOS
lhe rise in the music education field. devices. The sound of this thing is in
What I like about this company is that credible. I love the portability of it as
actually have a music teacher as head well.
of their educational division.
Be on the lookout for Aerodrums
John Mlynczak is introducing several $160! This thing is incredible tech
new educator bundles. The new Au- nology. Best thing to d o is to Google
The Neu· Me.xico Musician - Spring. 2014

Aerodrums and watch the videos. In
a nutshell Aerodrums uses light or
photo technology to watch a drummer
perform ·'air'' drums, complete with
drums sticks and sensors on his/her
feet. The motions then trigger vari
ous drum sounds on a computer. N o
drum kit needed! It is currently avail
able for purchase on Amazon for $ 160
and then you will also need the Photo
camera for $20. Right now available
for Windows. but Mac is being devel
oped.
Mikes Favorite iPad Apps
S oundCJoud Express allows you sing
or play into your portable device and
have II notated. You can then transfer
it over to your favorite notation soft
ware.
!Real Pro is like having Band in a Box
on a portable device . Just type in your
chor<l progression, pick a tempo and
style and you get drums, bass, piano
accompaniment.
Drum School is a great tool for your
drummers. II notates a chosen pat
tern and plays 11 back. Your drummer
can isolate each hand and fool t o hear
JUSI that part . It also has a video of a
real drummer performing the paltern
of which you can adjust the speed as
wdl
ForScore is an app for putting all of
you PDF music into your portable de
vice. Perfect for gigging musicians in
that you cao organize your music into
sets if you wish. A must have for the
gigging musician. With the BT-I 05
bluct ooth air tum pedal , you can get
hands free operation as well. You can
also mark up your PDF's as needed.
Mike Klinger is tlte owner of Tlte
Synthesis Midi Workshop (www.
midiworkshop.com), which special
izes in educational sales a11d
training in music technology. He
offers a wide variety ofmusic
technology courses both 011line a11d
at his Retreat Ce11ter in Carson, WA
and only sells to music educator.,;
and student�·.
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We understand
•
your passion.
Degree Options
B.A. ,n Music Education
B.A. in Music Technology ond Composltton
.A. m Music with a Concenrrat,on in VocalPerformance
B.F
B.A.m Music
Minorin General Music
Minor m Music Technologyand Composttton

Ensembles
Concerr Choir, Madrigal Choir, HU Singers,
Jazz Ensemble. Wind Ensemble, Guitar Ensemble, Mariachi

For more information, contact

ii

:I;
[!). , . [!)
.
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Dr. Andre Garcfa-Nuthmann I Voice and Music Coordinator
505 .454.3573 I agarclanuthman@nmhu.edu
Dr. Edward Harrington Music Education and Technology
505.454.3569 I eharrington@nmhu.edu

www.nmhu.edu/music

Ji

,,

�

1-800-545-6204 • 1-505-889-9777 • Toll-free fax: 1-877-653-3627
Email: info@musicmart.com • Website: www.musicmart.com
-�
3301 Carlisle Blvd. N.E. • Albuquerque NM 87110
• ) �

Find us on

Facebook
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Retirees/Mentoring News
Ron Lipka, Chair

THE BLUES IN F MAJOR?
Trumpet players LIVL in the key
of f, major (Eb concert). A large
percentage of the great florid cor
net solo literature is in F maJor.
One needs only to pump the valves
up and down to stay in the key.
Why then . oh why. do man) stu
dent tnimpcters struggle to perfonn
a scale in this key? Whose rcspon
s1b1lity is that'>

be perfonncd was a requirement
of the audition. Most seemed to
be aware of the ctude material but
many, nay most, were unable to ac
ceptably perform the two eludes.
which were not, in my opinion, ex
ceptionally challenging for young
musicians with All State expecta
tions. Many, including players
from some major schools. could
not make it to the end of the techni
cal study. Sight Reading? I soon
had to play through the assigned
piece myself to make sure that I
was hearing correctly as it was un
recognizable as performed by most
of the students.

At Issue is WHY these students
were so woefully unprepared for
the audition. The requirements are
clearly laid out on the NMMEA
websi1e months before yet so many
seemed unaware of this. Sadly. it
seems, too many band directors are
also unaware of the requirements
or seem to think "IT'S NOT MY
JOB." I s II not our .1ob to have all
In November 2 0 12 se\en col of our high school students work
leagues and l were recruited to ing on all !\\ el1,c maJor scales, the
momtor for two day:. the ne,"IY in chromatic scale and sight reading
stituted system of recording the All every class day'? Realizing that our
State band auditions At La Cueva teachersarc being overwhelmed by,
High School we were provided State and local standards. national
'" ith state of the art digital record standards. Common Core require
ers (Zoom 11211), a script, student ments and so forth it is still old
assistants and the expert guidance school common sense tO lead our
or band VP Jennifer Johnson. We students in acquiring fundamental
had merely to welcome each stu skills. Including in the daily class
dent, press the record button and routine exercises to build technical
follo\.\ the script. I enjoyed the skills is also our responsibility as
anticipation of meeting and hear we plan to leave the young musi
ing many fine trumpeters from the cian prepared to continue a lifetime
northern part of our State vying for of music makjng. Tn my mentoring
visits I have that observed many
entry to the All State ensembles.
directors of fine bands include fun
This quickly became a disap damental development in every
pointing, sad and maddening ex daily rehearsal. Yes, even during
perience. Student after student marching season! The progress of
struggled through the F major, B individual students is reinforced
major and chromatic scales appar and tested. It can and should be a
ently unaware that the scales and priority for every ensemble class.
the manner in which they were to
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The materials for audition were
never intended to be a starting
place but an outgrowth of musi
cal development through the mu
sic class Selection as an All State
musician should be recognition of
those students who have realized
their music instruction and taken it
to a much higher level than a,e r 
age
When an NMMEA member signs
the All-State registration form for a
student it is a certification that the
student is qualified for audition.
That is a judgment of the teacher
and 11 is the responsibility of the
s11:,111cr that the student is fully pre
pared for the audition. Before al
lowing the student to appear for an
audition the teacher should have
heard and approved the audition
material. Not doing this is opening
the student to a painful and embar
rassing experience This must not
happen Please be responsible for
the success of each student in their
quest for All State recognition.
New Mexico Musu: Educators
l\s�ociauon
Mcntormg Program
Ron Lipka. Director
5408 Chapel Dr NW
Albuquerque, NM 8711 4
Phone (505) 890 0618. e m
- ail. hp
kar(a cybermcsa.com
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New Mexico Jazz Educators
Kevin Moreman, Chair
Dear NMMEA & NMJI:. Family,
I hope the 201 3-2014 is finishing up
strong for you and your students. J
know you have been spending many
hours with your students and having
the best musical experiences pos
sible. This academic year has been
awesome in the jazz arena. Many
jazz festivals, clinicians, workshops
and competitions. I want to thank all
of the clinicians for an outstanding
2 0 1 3-2014 All State Jazz Band.
The NMJE Honor Jazz Band audi
tion deadline is July I , 2014. Please
send audition to Kevin Moreman
4539 Miramar Arc. Las Cnices NM
8801 1
Here is some information that will
help you regarding New Mexico Jazz
All State. A uditions will be set 4
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from the PDF's by Glenn Kostur.The
tune for the improvisation section
will be .. Blues in key of F concert"
(track 8). Recordings and music can
be found in the Jamey Aebersold's
VOLUME I - HOW TO PLAY JAZZ
& IMPROVISE. If you do not own
this volume, I am attaching the ISBN
number for you to order it.
ISBN-13: 978-1 -56224-122-3
CHANGES FOR NEXT YEAR!!!
We are only taking I drummer for
each group! We will seat drummers
via a video taped audition. We will
no longer re-seat drummers at the
first rehearsal of All State Jazz Band.
Along with this, an auxiliary percus
sion spot will be available for audi
tion.

Ne\.\ Mexico State University Janu
ary 23-25, 2015. Clinicians for 2 0 1 5
include: Mr. Fred Sturm, Dr. Pancho
Romero & Mrs. Donna Schmidt.
I want to wish you a "swingin"' end
of the year. Please feel free to email
m e it' you have any questions.
Respectfully,
Kevin Moreman
NMJE- President
Onate J ligh School
Associate Director of Bands & Jazz
Studies
moremankev@me.com
575.636.4579 cell

The NMJE Jazz All State events will
be hosted by Dr. Pancho Romero, al
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University News

Eastern NM University, NM State University, and the University of NM
University News, Eastern Ne,,
Mexico University
Submitted by Jennifer Laubenthal
Greetings from the ENMU Depart
ment of M usic!
Buchanan Hall
has been filled with exceptional per
fonnances by guest artists, ENMU
faculty and students this semester.
Please join us for these e vents. most
are free and open 10 the public.
For more infonnation, please visit
our website at www . enmu.edu/music
The ENMU Department of M usic
would like to extend congratulations
to Mrs. Kayla Paulk, who is the new
Collegiate VP for NMMEA. We're
happy 1hat ENMU continues to shO\\
strong leadership and commitment to
service 1hroughout the state.
Ensemble News:
The ENMU Choirs have a busy
spring ahead, including a Chamber
Smgen, and Swanee Smgers tour
which will include perfonnanccs
at Monte Vista Clmstian Church
( ABQ). R e hoboth Christian Church
(Gallup), and for La Cueva, Rio Ran
cho. Cleveland. and Moriarty H1gh
Schools. as well as Eagle Ridge Mid
dle School Our spring concert will
take place on Tuesday, April 29 at 7
p.m. m Buchanan Hall. 11 will feature
a wonderful world premiere entitled
"To Spring," by renowned horn play
er and composer. Gina Gillie. who
will also perform with the choirs.
Admission is free. as always.

The U of A School of M usic.
Nancy E. Ditmer, N ational President
of the National Association fo r Mu
sic Education (N AfME). recently
appointed Mr. Seifert as a member
of N Aflvl:E's Collegiate Advisory
Council. Mr. Seifert was nommated
by Dr. James South, Vice Pres ident
of Academic Affairs at Southwest
ern Oklahoma State U niversity and
Southwestern Division N AfME
President.
Kayla Paulk, ENMU Vocal Coach
and Collaborative Pia1list. is enjoying
a spring semester fillet! with teach
ing, performance and other creative
initiatives. Following a eollaborahve
recital in January with ENMU voice
faculty member. Dr. Jason Vest.
Kayla organized and accompanied a
public school performance tour for
two ENMU voice maJors. H aile}
Vandewiele (Eagle Creek, OR) and
Molly Chavez (Belen. NM). This
tour featured Hailey's senior proj
ect. ''He. She. They. USA. . " an arts
mtegrated performance illuminating
immigration issues ( specifically. the
1 .5 generation) through a synthesis
of narrative. dance and song. The
pcrfonnance reached over 1 .000 stu
dents al Columbus Elementary. Ru
ben S. Torres Elementary. Demmg
High and Mayfield High Schools.

Looking forward to the remainder
of the semester, Mrs. Paulk will col
laborate with: ENMU Choirs on
Please make plans for your students their performance tour of Albuquer
to attend ENMU Choir Camp, June que, Gallup, and Moriarty; ENMU
1-5, in Ponales. R egister onlioe at Wind Symphony in Carmina Burana;
v.rww.enmu.edu/choircamp. Call Dr. clarinetist Dr. Doug Monroe (East
Jason Paulk for more inforn1ation at Carolina University); clarinetist
575-562-2798 or write him at Jason. and ENMU colleague Dr. Jennifer
paulk@l enmu.edu.
Laubenthal; Muleshoe High School
(Texas UIL Contest); soprano and
Faculty News:
ENMU colleague Or. Kimberly
Gelbwasscr; homist Bernhard Da
Dustin Seifen (chair. department of vid Scully (University of Illinois) at
m usic and director of bands) was 1-lomswoggle (Jemez Springs); and
recently recognized as the 2014 Dis several ENMU student degree recit
tinguished Alumnus in M usic Edu als.
cation by The University of Akron
(OH) School of M usic. Mr. Seifert is Dr. M ark Dal Porto, professor of mu
a l 996 summa cum Jaude graduate of sic, was awarded first prize for his
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orchestral work Song of Eternity in
the CODA (College Orchestra Direc
tors Association) 2013 International
Composition Contest. As a res ult.
Dal Porte's work was performed at
the 2014 CODA National Confer 
ence b) the Texas Christian Univer
sity Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Dr. German Gutierrez on January
24th at Texas Christian University in
Fort Worth. Dal Porto's work will
also be pe rformed by over 30 differ
ent CODA member orchestras from
around the country within the next
two years. Dal Pono's entry was one
of over 140 other entrie s submitted
from around the world for this con
test.
On February 22nd, Dal Porto was an
invited guest composer to attend re
hearsal sessions and the performance
of his orchestral work Song of Eter
nity by the Hamilton-Fairfield Sym
phony Orchestra under the direction
of John Ledbetter. It was perform e d
at the New Life Vineyard in Hamil
ton, Ohio as part of the 2014 Da,id
L. Belew American Master:, Concert.
On March 29th. Dal Porto's choral
work I Seek Rest for My Lonely
He art was performed at Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo
by the Western Michigan University
Chorale under U1e direction of Or.
Kimberly Adams.
Jennifer Laubenthal, Assistant Pro
lessor of M usic, is hosting the Third
Annual Eastern Plains Clarinet Cel
ebration on March 1 , 2014. Dr.
Douglas Monroe from l::.ast Carolina
University is this year·s guest artist.
The e vent will feature masterclasses,
recitals. and a double embouchure
class. The day will conclude with
a perfom1ance by the Eastern Plains
Honor Clarinet Choir and Dr. Mon
roe. Please encourage your musi
cians to attend this free event. Con
tact Jennifer.laubenthal@enmu.edu
for more infonnation.
On M arch 4. Dr. Laubenthal is giving
a recital of works by Piston, Maslan
ka and McAllister. During spring
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University News...
break, she will be performing recit
als at Westminster College, The Uni
versity of Akron and Slippery Rock
University. The works teatured on
these recitals were commissioned by
her and flutist Kathleen Melago and
premiered at Eastern New Mexico
University on January 15, 2014.
University of New Mexico News
Submitted by Colleen Sheinberg
On September 26, the Latin Ameri
can Concert and Speaker Series, co
ordinated by Dr. Jose Luis Hurtado.
hosted Uruguayan pianist Edison
Quintana, one of the most renowned
performers of the Latin American
music scene. Mr. Quintana per
formed a solo concert comprised of
a collection of piano gems from the
Americas. His presence at UNM was
made possible thanks to an agree
ment with the National Institute of
Fine Arts of Mexico. The series' sec
ond event was a residency m October
of Mario Lavista, who is regarded a
central figure in the contemporary
music scene of his native country
Mexico. A series of public events
in homage to Lavista·s seventieth
birthday was organized by Hurtado
and Dr. Ana Alonso Minulti. These
included a lecture given by Alonso
Minutti. a public interview of Lav
ista by Hurtado and Alonso Minutti
in Zimmerman Library's Willard
Room. a masterclass for composition
students, and several open rehearsals
and a performance by faculty mem
bers Kim Frcdenburgh. Carmelo de
los Santos, Arlene DeYoung Ward,
Jose-Luis Hurtado, Valerie Potter,
David Schepps and Kevin Vigneau,
and graduate students Ian Brody and
lngela Onstad. Finally, on Novem
ber 19 and 20, the UNM Symphony
Orchestra under the guidance of Dr.
Jorge Perez-G6mez offered a mul
timedia perfom1ance of the music
of Silvestre Revueltas' La Coro
nela. The Latin American Concert
and Speaker Series is supported by
the UNM Department of Music, the
UNM College of Fine Arts, the UNM
Latin American and Iberian Institute,
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the Consulate of Mexico in Albu
querque, the National Council for
the Arts of Mexico, the National In
stitute of Fine Arts of Mexico, Kurz
Solutions, and the Fundaci6n Edu
ca1iva Mexicana de Nuevo Mexico.
For upcoming events in the series.
see the News & £vents section of
the Department of Music website at:
hnp://music.unm.edu.
The UNM Wind Symphony per 
formed its second concert of the
semester on October 23 in Popejoy
Hall. Richard White, UNM Profes
sor of Tuba, was a featured soloist,
performing a new concerto by Dana
Wilson that is receiving performanc
es across the country by prominent
soloists and wind ensembles. Also
on the program were Adam Gorb's
Yiddish Dances, with numerous solo
opportunities for many of the ensem
ble's principal players, Cindy McT
ee's Time Piece. the "I ntermezzo''
from Barber's opera Vanessa, and
the "March'' from Symphonic Meta
morphosi!> of Paul Hindemith. The
"March" was the first of three works
to be performed on this year's Wind
Symphony concert series to com
memorate the passing of Hindemith
fifty years ago.
The UNM vocal faculty hosted in
ternationally renowned tenor Stan
ford Olsen for a guest masterclass
in Keller Hall on October 15. Prof.
Olsen recently joined the faculty of
the University of Michigan School
of Mu:.ic, Theate1, and Dance after
fifteen years as Artist-i n R
- esidence
and holder of the Shelfer Eminent
Scholar in Music chair at Florida
State University; his career spans
more than 1200 perfonnances on
five continents over the course of
thirty years. This spring, the vocal
area was also pleased to host Pro
fessor Michael Schuetze from Dres
den's Hochschule fuer Musik. Prof.
Schuetze was on campus for the
whole month of February as a DAAD
(German Academic Exchange Ser
vice) Visiting Scholar. During his
visit, he held regular masterclasses,

worked with vocal students individu
ally, guest-lectured for students tn
vocal diction classes and presented a
recital of Strauss Lieder with UN M's
vocal students.
Dr. Michael Hix. Assistant Professor
of Vocal Studies. was recently pre
sented the Thomas Hampson Award
from the American Musicological
Society.
This award, generously
donated by the Hampson Founda
tion, will fund his continued research
on the songs of Paul Dessau ( 18941979) at the Akademie der Kiinstc i n
Berlin. Dr. Hix recently presented
a lecture recital on Dessau·s songs
at the 2013 National Association of
Teachers of Singing Texoma Re
gional Conference in Waco. Texas.
His performances this spring in
clude Bach's St. John's Passion in
Tucson, Orff's Carmina Burana in
Melbourne, Florida. Brahms' Ein
Deutsches Requiem in Dallas, and
Mahler's Des Knaben Wunderhom
in Albuquerque.
In his weekly email of December 2.
2 0 13. President Robert Frank high
lighted the accomplishments of one
of our music students as follows:
"UNM students leave our campus
with educational experiences that
extend far beyond the walls of the
classroom, with opportunities to
excel in their personal and profes
sional lives and with relationships
lJ1at endure throughout their lives. It
is my pleasure to congratulate Calle
Trcppiedi, a Music Education major,
on being awarded an honorable men
tion for the Bette Worley National
Student Exchange (NSE) Student
Achievement Award. Selected from
the nearly 3,000 students who par
ticipated. this annual award recog
nizes students who demonstrate the
best use of their participation in NSE,
which provides exchange opportuni
ties among member colleges and
universities across the United States
and Canada. Calle has been on ex
change for the 2 0 12-2 0 1 3 academic
year at Northern Arizona University
(NAU), where she stretched her mu-
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University News...
of the Year. The Los Lunas I ligh Women ·s Brass Conference at North
School Wind Ensemble, under the ern Kentucky University in June. The
direction of Henry Estrade. will join Spanish Brass Symposium in Alzira,
the NMSU Bands during the concert. Spain in July. and the lntem ational
Bernie Chavez, John Schutz and Dr. Hom Society in August in London,
Bill Cl ark (professor emeri tus) will England.
be guest conductors for the Wind
Symphony and the Symphonic Band. Dr. Lisa Van Winkle. assistant profes
sor of flute, and pianist, Dr. Eseq uiel
Dr. Christopher Hughes. Director of Meza presented the premier perfor
Bands. has been invited to present mance of Ponderings ( transcription
research al the luternational Society for flute and piano) by Lon Chaffin
for the Promotion and Research of i n March of 2014. The four-move
Wind Music Conference to be held in ment work based upon the artwork of
llammelburg. Genn any in July 2014. Texas painter Kathy Tyler. v. as origi 
nally written for oboe and piano. Van
Under the mentorship of Assistant Winkle and Meza formed the collab
Unhersit) News of New Mexico Director of Bands. Ingrid Larragoity orative ensemble. The Clarion Duo
State University Submitted by Martin. Kappa Kappa Psi Fraternity m 2013 and are scheduled for several
has been r e e- stablished i n the NMSU performances of the March program
Lisa Van Winkle
music department. Ingrid is also a throughout Texas wd New Mexico
Greetings from Southern New Mex partner of the Jinsha Swnmer Music 1n the coming months.
ico! We wish all of our colleagues Festival (www.jinshafestival.com)
throughout the stale a productive and 111 China. This unique music festival The NMSU flute srudio hosted Adri
offers an exciting combination of anne Greenbaum in a guest artist
successful spring semester.
mt)dern city life, ancient Chinese his residency March 1 7 - 19. 2014. Ms.
The NMSU Music Dcpai1mcnt host tory. and an oasis of arts and culLUrc. Greenbaum in the flute professor at
ed 1J1e 32nd annual Southwest Hon The students participate i n a wide va Mt. Holyoke College in New Haven.
or Band un rebruary 14 - 16 on the nety of classes and studies including CT and spcc1aliLcs in baroque flute
NMSU campus with guest conduc weekly private lessons with an artist and klczmer flute music. Students
tors, Dr. Joseph M1s::.al (Oklalioma faculty, chambe1 music ensembles. cnJoyed two days of private mstruc
State lnivcrsity) and Mr Kenneth Chinese calligraphy, Chinese opera, uon and mastcrclasses.
Capshaw (Coronado High School. Mandarin. and much more. Students
emeritus, Adjunct Faculty NMSU). of the festival have tll c opportuni ty The Bel Canto Opera Troupe of
Both ensembles. consisting of very to collaborale with students from NMSU continues its mission of
talented students. presented excel the conser. atory and to share music outreach to schools and community
lent concerts. Next year's dates for making across the globe. Dr. Chnsto groups in the greater Las Cruces
the Southwest Honor Band will be pber Hughes and Dr. P ancho Romero area. On January 9th. Dr. John Carlo
February 6 -8. 2015. please mark will join Larragoity-Martin this sum Pierce and the four current voice m a 
your calendars and plan to have your mer as artist-faculty clinicians. The jors presented a fund raising concert
students and you join us for this en 24-d ay Journey will include visits to that mcluded selections from operas
historic sights that include the Great and musicals at Temple Beht-EI. All
riching event.
Wall, the Terra Cotta Warriors, the funds raised were for scholarships.
The NMSU Wind Symphony and Forbidden City. the Temple of Heav
On March I4- I 6th, Dona Ana Lyric
Symphonic Band will present their en and the Lcshan Buddha.
Opera, NMSU's educational opera
final concert of the spring semester
on Monday, April 17th at 7:30 pm in Hom Professor Nancy Joy was a fea company, presented Jacque Offen
Atki nson Recital Hall. TI1c theme of tured soloist with U1e NMSU Jazz bach's comic operetta. Orpheus in
the concert will be "Friendship" and Band at the 2014 Southwest Honor the Underworld. The production
will honor 3 NMSU alumni includ Band and during the spring concert was sung in French with English su
with the Onate High School band. pertitJes and new English dialogue
ing:
John Schutz, NMMEA Adminis Ms. Joy will be involved in teaching, written by director. Dr. Pierce. Evan
trator of the Year; Henry Estrada, performing solo works and chamber Dorbrandl, undergraduate music edu
NMMEA Hall of Fame; and Bernie music and adjudicating scholarship cation major conducted the orchestra
Chavez, NMMEA Music Educator competitions a t the International comprised of faculty and students.
sical skills to learn a new instrument,
the piccolo. She also perfonned with
the Arizona Wind Symphony and
was instrumental in reintroducing
the color guard for the 2013 March
ing Band seaso)] as a way lo create
broader student participation. Her
contributions to the NAU School of
Music have not only had a significant
impact on her life. but also lhose of
her colleagues at NAU. I am confi
dent that Calle will take this valuable
experience and apply it to her future
endeavors when she returns to New
Mexico:·
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U niversity News...

cipal Hom of the New York Philhar
Adjunct music instructor, John De monic Orchestra and Miller is Distin
La Paz, is the new North American guished Professor Emeritus of East
booking agent for Maestro Suzuki of Strousburg University.
Japan scheduled to give clinics in the
Las Cruces I El Paso area.
The La Catrina String Quartet had
De La Paz and his new chamber trio an active spring semester perfonning
will perfonn a concert on March 19. in many locations and coaching. La
2014 at Palm Springs Presbyterian Catrina was featured in the January
Church in Palm Springs, CA. Mem issue of Chamber Music America
bers include L . William Kuyper, horn Magazine as a prominent ensemble
and Robert Miller. piano. Kuyper in the U.S. for Latin American m u
retired in 2007 as the Assistant Prin- sic. The article also emphasizes the
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quartet·s d..:dication to education and
their mission at NMSU. The quartet
will travel to Los Angeles in April to
record a commercial CD with RYCY
Productions, lnc. The CD will fea
ture the works of Latin Grammy
Winner, Yalil Guerra, Alberto Ginas
tera and Eduardo Gamboa.
From the faculty at NMSU we wish a
wonderful and productive conclusion
to your spring semester.
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NMMEA Music Industry Council Members 2014
Music Industry Council membership is available to alJ corporations, businesses, and educational in
stitutions who nish to support the activities of the New Mexico 'Vlusic Educators Association. These
members are an important part of our organization and deserve your support.
American College of tv1 usicians
Pat McCabc-Lechc
PO Box 1807
Austin. TX 78767
5 12-478-5775
Baum·s M u�ic Company
William Knun. Jr.
2908 Eubank Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 871 l 2
800-372-0707
Business Printing Service
Danny Baca. President
43 16 SilverAve. SE
Albuq uer<-1ue. NM 87 I 08
80 0-253-6159
pnnting@,bpsabq.com
Fruhauf Uniforms
Darrell Blanchard
8 0 0 East Gilbert
Wichita, KS 67211
3 16-263-7500
fruhauf(a fni haul.com
Gre.itcr Sout h\, est Music.: rcstival
Kathy hshbum
I000 S. Polk St.
Amarillo. TX 79101
800-444-4763
Grandmas's M usic
Mickey Patten
9310 Coors Blvd. N W
Albuquerque, NM 87114
8 0 0 -444-5252
www.grandmas .com
Hummingbird M usic Camp
Wanda Higgins
PO Box 106
Jemez Springs. NM 87025
505-829-3060
group@hummingbirdmusiccamp.org

Jimmy Olivas Lmifonns
Jimmy Olivas
600 Cinnamon Teal Circle
El Paso, TX 79932
915-877-5617
J ohvas 11 (j_t clp.rr.com
The Music Mart. Inc
Joe Kcnh
330 l Carlisle Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
8 0 0 -545-6204
1 nfora.;mus1cmart.com
NAIME
ElizabeLh La!iko
1806 Robert Ful1on Dnvc
Reston. VA 20191
8 0 0-336-3768
cli7abcthl(a mcnc org
Olh·as Music Co
Jimmy Oli\as
1320 N. Zaragosa Suite 1 1 5
r- 1 Pru;o. TX 79936
9 1 5 8- 58-6700
colivasmus1c(aclp.rr.com
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop
Don Robertson
3 2 0 1 Carlisle Blvd, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
800-284-6546
University of Texas a1 El Paso
William McMillan
5 0 0 W. University
Fox Fine A rts Rm. 3 0 1
E l Paso, TX 79968-2552
915-747-5606
wmcmilla@Jutep.edu
White's Music Box
Mike White
200 South Downtown Mall
Las Cruces, NM 8800 I
505-5 26-6677
whitesmusicbox@aol.com
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Yamaha Corporation
Adria Lewis. Convention Coordina
tor
6600 Ornngcthorpe h.vc.
Buena Park, CA 90920
7 1 4 5- 2 2-9490
ale"' is@?yamaha.com
Zia Graphics
Jim Edgeington
2730 Carlisle NE
Albu<-1ucrque. NM 87110
888-994-7274
salcs(a Z1agraph1cs.com
Eastern New Mexico University
Dustm Seifert
Department of Music
1500 S.A\c. K. Station 16
Portalc�. NM 88130
575-562-4480
dustm.seifcrt(a enmu.edu
Ne\\ Mexico Highlands Univcrsit)
E.d\\ ard Ilarrington
Dept. of Visual & Pcrfom1ing Arts.
M usu.:
PO Box 900013
Las Vegas, NM 8770 I
505-426-2720
charri ngton<a nmhu ed
New Mexico State University
Lon Chaffin
Music Department
Box 3 0 0 I MSC 3-F
Las Cruces, NM 88003
505-646 -24 2 1
lchaffin® nrnsu.edu
Dr. Steven Block
University of New Mexico
Department of Music
Center for Arts MSC0-2570
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1411
505-277-2127
sblock@unm.edu
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WHEN???

FALL
WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Band. Orchestra, Choir and Guitar Camps
Christmas Concerts Preparation
Festival and Concert Preparation
Ten Weeks Music Camp
Students Age 8 through 14

WHY???
Our clinicians and instrumental specialists teach sectionals to
prepare for your concert or festival. We accomplish i n depth
teaching in a woodland setting that combines music & outdoor
recreation which inspires esprit de-corps.

WHO???

HUMMINGBIRD
SUMMER MUSIC
and RECREATION CAMP

Arrangements made for: Special Clinicians.
Hummingbird Staff instrumental specialist, and
recreation programs. Generally a 3-day camp
suffices for most objectives (Friday through
Sunday or during the week).
For additional information:

Wanda Higgins 1 -505-829-3060
1 04 Hurnm.ingbird Lane
Jemez Springs, New Mexico 87025

Polk Mid-School
Rio Rancho Mid-School
Cleveland Mid-School
Belen Mid-School
Desert Ridge Mid-School
Desert Ridge Mid-School
John Adams Mid-School
Eagle Ridge Mid-School
Gram Mid-School
Grant Mid-School
Polk Mid-School
Madison Mid-School
Jackson Mid-School
Kennedy Mid-School
L.B. Johnson Mid-School
Los Alamos Mid-School
Lincoln Mid-School
Kennedy Mid-School
Hayes Mid-School
Lo� Lunas Mid-School
Del Norte Choir
Albuquerque Boys Choir
Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Albuquerque Youth Orchestra
Jefferson Mid-School
Mountain View Mid-School
Roosevelt Mid-School
Eagle Ridge Mid-School
Taylor Mid-School
Zia Elementary S.F. Youth Sym.
Piedra Vi:,ta HS Eldorado HS Choir

Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Choir
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Choir
Choir
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Orchestra
Band
Band & Choir
Band/Orchestra
Choir
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